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Sally Herbert
The Missing Pieces Of Mum
A daughter's search for her mother's past reveals secrets and lies – changing both
their lives forever.
Born out of wedlock in Dublin in 1937, Phyllis grew up in a tough, church-run
orphanage. She thought by fulfilling her dream to become a nurse in England, her life
might change, but her loveless childhood predisposed a loveless marriage and things
began to spiral out of control for her and her daughter, Sally.
Looking for the answers to why both their lives went so spectacularly wrong, led Sally
to ask questions about the real identity of her mother: 'Who was she? Why was she
abandoned... I needed to find answers before it was too late.'
After a mission lasting nearly a decade, her search uncovered secrets, lies and lost
family members. It soon becomes a race against time to tell the mother she loves so
dearly the truth about her past, before she loses her forever.
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Non-Fiction: Biography
Read by Julie Maisey Playing Time: 9 hours 37 mins

Christian Lamb
Beyond The Sea
A Wren At War

Love, duty and true-life adventure in the shadow of the Second World War.
Christian Lamb is one of the last surviving Wren Officers to have served throughout the
Second World War, from Blitz ravaged London, to the important Radar and Operations
rooms and undertaking a vital role in D Day.
Escaping both the Spanish Flu pandemic when she was born and the pandemic we are
emerging from today, she has reached the impressive age of 101.
Now she leads us through the story of her extraordinary life and the wartime
experiences of her fellow Wrens.
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Non-Fiction: Autobiography
Read by Jilly Bond Playing Time: 8 hours 5 mins
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